The minimum number of rows in covering arrays (equivalently, surjective codes) and radius-covering arrays (equivalently, surjective codes with a radius) has been determined precisely only in special cases. In this paper, explicit constructions for numerous best known covering arrays (upper bounds) are found by a combination of combinatorial and computational methods. For radius-covering arrays, explicit constructions from covering codes are developed. Lower bounds are improved upon using connections to orthogonal arrays, partition matrices, and covering codes, and in specific cases by computation. Consequently for some parameter sets the minimum size of a covering array is determined precisely. For some of these, a complete classification of all inequivalent covering arrays is determined, again using computational techniques. Existence tables for up to 10 columns, up to 8 symbols, and all possible strengths are presented to report the best current lower and upper bounds, and classifications of inequivalent arrays.
Introduction
In the present paper we formulate the notion of covering array in a more general manner than has been done previously. An M × s array r-covers an s-tuple if at least one row of the array differs from the tuple in at most r coordinate places. A radius-covering array CA r (M ; s, n, q) is an M × n array such that every M × s sub-array r-covers all s-tuples from q symbols. When r = 0, we omit the subscript, and recover the standard, more restricted definition: A covering array CA(M ; s, n, q) is an M ×n array such that every M ×s sub-array contains as a row each s-tuple from q symbols at least once. The parameter s is the strength of the array.
Treating rows as tests or experimental runs, covering arrays can be applied to software and hardware testing problems and to similar problems in which interactions among columns are to be covered in as few tests as possible. The smallest possible number of tests is determined as the minimum of M for a CA(M ; s, n, q). When this minimum is too big to permit the tests to be completed within a reasonable amount of time, it may be useful to consider the arrays CA r (M ; s, n, q) for r ≥ 1, and find the fewest tests for these arrays. In this way, a considerable reduction in the smallest number of tests can be realized (at the expense of the thoroughness of the testing process, of course).
We denote by CAN(s, n, q) the minimum M for which CA(M ; s, n, q) exists, and similarly by CAN r (s, n, q) the minimum M for which CA r (M ; s, n, q) exists. When r = 0 every s-tuple is covered the same number λ of times, a covering array is an orthogonal array (OA); see [22] . The value λ is the index of the OA; when an OA exists with λ = 1, it necessarily has CAN(s, n, q) rows.
If two or more rows in a covering array completely agree, then M can easily be reduced by omitting the duplicate rows. So it is enough to study covering arrays that do not have identical rows. With this restriction, the notion of covering array is equivalent to the notion of surjective code. Some arguments can be presented more easily with surjective codes than with covering arrays. We give a brief summary of the coding theoretic background for surjective codes next.
Let Z denote a finite set of arbitrary symbols. A nonempty subset C of Z n is a code of length n over the alphabet Z. Vectors of Z n are words and vectors belonging to a code are codewords. A binary code is a code over an alphabet of 2 symbols, say Z = {0, 1}. An s-surjective code is a code over an alphabet of q symbols with the property that, in every s coordinate positions, all q s possibilities occur at least once. An s-surjective code with radius r is a code over an alphabet of q symbols with the property that, in every set of s coordinates i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i s of C and every s-tuple (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) ∈ Z s q , there is a codeword c ∈ C such that c ij = x j for at least s − r coordinates from 1 ≤ j ≤ s. When s = n, an s-surjective code with radius r is also a covering code and r is its covering radius. Covering codes are employed in Section 7.
For an introduction to coding theory, see [35] ; for covering codes, see [10] . While surjective codes have been studied more extensively, the more general notion of surjective code with radius r was introduced in [26] . For two (somewhat out-ofdate) surveys on covering arrays, see [12, 21] .
Covering arrays from Steiner systems
A Steiner system S(t, k, v) is a pair (V, B) where V is a set of v points, and B is a set of k-element subsets of V (called blocks) with the property that every t-element subset of V occurs as a subset of exactly one block. Lemma 2.1. CAN(7, 12, 2) ≤ 264; CAN(7, 11, 2) ≤ 242; CAN(7, 10, 2) ≤ 222; CAN (6, 9, 2) ≤ 111; CAN(5, 10, 2) ≤ 56; CAN (5, 9, 2) ≤ 54; and CAN(5, 8, 2) ≤ 52. For strengths 5 and 7, each has two disjoint rows.
Proof. There exists a Steiner system S (5, 6, 12) , which has 132 blocks. The characteristic vectors of its blocks form a 132 × 12 array A 1 . Form a 66 × 12 matrix A 2 from the 12 2 = 66 characteristic vectors of sets of size two, and let A 3 be the complement of A 2 . Form a 264×12 matrix A by vertically juxtaposing A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 . We claim that A is a CA(264; 7, 12, 2). To verify this, consider the 7-tuple that contains a 1 entry in the columns of A and a 0 entry in the columns of A . Each column corresponds to a point of the Steiner system. Now if |A| ≤ 2, the tuple is covered in a row of A 2 ; and if |A| ≥ 5 then |A | ≤ 2 and the tuple is covered in A 3 . So we need only treat cases when 3 ≤ |A| ≤ 4.
When A has four points and A has three, there are four blocks B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 for which A ⊂ B i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Because the Steiner system has t = 5, B i ∩ B j = A for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, and hence A intersects at most three of the {B i } nontrivially. The block B j for which A ∩ B j = ∅ produces a row in which all columns in A contain 1 and all columns in A contain 0. When A has three points and A has four, select the 12 blocks that contain A, and delete the elements of A from each to form an S (2, 3, 9) . The points of A cannot meet every block of the S (2, 3, 9) ; let A be the remaining five points, and count triples involving a point of A and a point of A . Because there are 20 pairs with one element in A and the other in A , there are 10 such triples. Then because there is at most one triple induced on A , there is at least one induced on A . The block of the S(5, 6, 12) from which it arose yields a row with the three columns indexed by A containing 1, and the four indexed by A containing 0. Hence all 7-tuples are covered and CAN(7, 12, 2) ≤ 264.
Then CAN(7, 11, 2) ≤ 242 and CAN(7, 10, 2) ≤ 222 are obtained by removing one or two columns from A 1 retaining all rows, and employing 11 2 or 10 2 rows for each of A 2 and A 3 .
To establish that CAN (6, 9, 2) ≤ 111, form C 1 by selecting the 66 rows of A 1 that contain a 1 in the last column, and then delete the last column. Delete i further columns from C 1 , and adjoin all 11−i 2 rows with exactly 9 − i 1 entries, and all 11 − i rows with exactly one 1 entry. The result is a CA(66 + 11−i 2 + 11 − i; 6, 11 − i, 2); for i = 2, it establishes that CAN(6, 9, 2) ≤ 111. Now form D 1 by selecting the 36 rows of C 1 that contain a 0 in the last column, and deleting this column. Then D 1 is a 36 × 10 matrix. Delete i further columns from D 1 , and adjoin all 10 − i rows with exactly 9 − i 1 entries, and all 10 − i rows with exactly one 1 entry. The result is a CA(36 + 2(10 − i); 5, 10 − i, 2); hence CAN(5, 10, 2) ≤ 56; CAN(5, 9, 2) ≤ 54; and CAN(5, 8, 2) ≤ 52.
For strengths five and seven, the two sets of rows adjoined are complements, and hence there are pairs of disjoint rows.
Derived upper bounds
The following inequalities are basic ones that are used throughout; for most, the proofs are trivial and the results well known.
Next we generalize a result from [13] :
Proof. Permuting symbols within any column of a CA r (M ; s, n, q + 1) produces another array with the same parameters. Applying permutations in each column, we can ensure that one row is constant, with every entry equal to q + 1. Delete this row and change all other instances of q + 1 in the array to any value in {1, . . . , q}. The result is a CA r (M − 1; s, n, q).
When r = 0, instead form the constant row of entry q + 1 and delete it. Now choose a second row R with entries (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ). In all rows other than R, whenever an entry q + 1 appears in column i, replace the entry by σ i when σ i ≤ q, or by any value in {1, . . . , q} otherwise. Then delete row R. We claim that the resulting array is a CA(M − 2; s, n, q). To see this, consider any s-tuple of columns (i 1 , . . . , i s ) for which none of {σ i1 , . . . , σ is } is equal to q + 1. The CA(M ; s, n, q + 1) permuted to contain a constant row must contain a row R with q + 1 in column i 1 and σ ij in column i j for each 2 ≤ j ≤ s. Moreover, R is neither the constant row nor the row R. Hence this s-tuple from row R is now covered in row R . Thus row R covers no s-tuple not also covered in another row, and R can be deleted.
The last case, in which three rows are removed, is from [13] .
n times (5) Inequality (5) results from adding a symbol to each column, one at a time, in a greedy manner. Let C 0 be a CA r (M ; s, n, q − 1). Now for i = 1, . . . , n, we form C i from C i−1 by first selecting a column γ in which only q − 1 symbols occur. Then let σ be a symbol not appearing in the column, and select the symbol σ appearing in this column that appears the least frequently. Then for every row that contains σ in column γ, we form a new row that is identical except that column γ contains σ in place of σ. Chateauneuf and Kreher [9, Construction D] develop a different form of augmentation for the case when s = 3: augmentation: CAN(3, n, q) ≤ CAN(3, n, q−1)+nCAN(2, n−1, q−1)+n(q−1).
Both augmentations operate by adding a new symbol, yet neither seems to be uniformly as good as the other. Inequality (5), although straightforward, does not seem to have been applied previously to bounding covering array numbers. Therefore in Table 1 we record improvements on [14] by augmentation.
We can reduce the strength:
derivation: CAN(s, n, q) ≤ CAN(s + 1, n + 1, q) q
One can also increase the number of columns: In both cases, the verification is routine.
One should be able to improve Theorem 3.2 by choosing B in such a way that large parts of A are already covered, and can be removed. However, simply knowing the parameters of A and B does not ensure that they have any overlap at all. In one case, however, this can be easily done:
For q a prime power and s ≤ q,
Proof. Now CAN(s, q + 1, q) = q s and CAN(s − 2, q, q) = q s−2 . Over the finite field F q , define an array A with columns indexed by the elements of F q together with ∞, and rows indexed by polynomials of degree less than s over F q . In a row indexed by polynomial p(x), place p(i) in the entry in column i when i is an element of F q , and place the leading coefficient of p(x) in the column indexed by ∞. The result is a CA(q s ; s, q + 1, q) [22] . We partition the rows of A to form two arrays; A 1 contains rows indexed by polynomials of degree s − 2 or s − 1, and A 2 contains rows for polynomials of degree less than s − 2. Then A 2 is a CA(q s−2 ; s − 2, q + 1, q). Delete the column indexed by ∞ to obtain a CA(q s−2 ; s − 2, q, q), B. Now applying the proof of (8) in Theorem 3.2 to A and B, we obtain a CA(q s + (q − 1)q s−1 ; s, q + 2, q). But by construction, all rows of A 2 in A lead to rows that are redundant. Hence q s−2 rows can be removed to obtain the required CA(q s + (q − 1)q s−1 − q s−2 ; s, q + 2, q).
Some additional inequalities are applicable only for radius-covering arrays with
Inequality (11) is Theorem 6 in [26] :
Computational upper bounds
In the first two subsections, we focus on covering arrays.
Upper bounds by cross-summing two codes
Let q be a positive integer. We typically interpret the binary operation '+' to be addition in the cyclic group Z q = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, but in some cases we instead employ addition in the elementary Abelian group arising (for example) from the finite field. In general, we can employ any group Γ = ({0, . . . , q − 1}, +). The sum a + b of two words a, b ∈ Z n q is defined as their coordinate-wise sum. Cross-summing of the codes A ∈ Z n q and B ∈ Z n q results in the code
When addition is from additive group of a finite field, the cross-sum can also be interpreted as the union of suitable cosets of a linear code. Then the method is analogous to the matrix method from the theory of covering codes.
As an example, consider the codes A, B ∈ Z 14 3 given in Figure 1 in array form. A is a repetition code. The numbers of codewords in A and B are 3 and 17, respectively. In this case, and in all cases when A is a ternary repetition code, the cross-summing code C consists of the codewords of B, B and B , where B and B are obtained from B and B by the cyclic automorphism 0 → 1 → 2 → 0. For this example, C is a 3-surjective ternary code, which proves the inequality CAN(3, 14, 3) ≤ 51, a significant improvement to the upper bound 60 implied by [15] .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 2 2 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 1 1 2 2 2 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 Good covering arrays can often be found by cross-summing of certain pairs of codes. We have had particular success when one of them is a repetition code (RC); the direct sum of repetition codes (DRC); or an extension of these with constant (all zero) coordinates (ERC or EDRC). The abbreviation ERCa + b denotes the extension of an RC of length a by b constant coordinates. Sometimes the set of even words of a repetition code is used instead of the entire repetition code. Improvements are summarized in Table 2 , where M is the improved bound on CAN(s, n, q), while M prev is the previous best known upper bound given in [14] . The column 'Ref' gives an original reference.
For CAN (3, 14, 3) , A and B are in Figure 1 . We give the exact array forms, A 7 and A 8 , of A for two cases using direct sum of repetition codes.
For CAN (4, 6, 6) , the direct sum of two senary repetition codes with three coordinates is used. 
Upper bounds by simulated annealing
Simulated annealing proved to be an effective method of constructing good codes or arrays for many different purposes. The summary of the improvements for covering arrays that are new results and are obtained by using simulated annealing is given in Complete listings of the arrays for Table 2 and Table 3 are available at the web location http://www.sztaki.hu/∼keri/arrays/CA listings.zip
Their file names agree with the contents of the last column of each table.
Upper bounds for radius-covering arrays
Radius-covering arrays with radius at least one can also be produced by crosssumming and simulated annealing. We employ the results obtained in the tables of Section 8, but mention explicitly only those constructions that lead to strict equalities. All arrays found are available at the web location http://www.sztaki.hu/∼keri/arrays/CAr listings.zip
Classification results and lower bounds
Classification entails finding all inequivalent solutions. Two solutions are equivalent when one is obtained by a row permutation, a column permutation, and independently chosen symbol permutations within each column. Classification results determine the number of solutions, and provide a main source of nonexistence results (when the number is 0). Our primary method for classification is an exhaustive computer search, in which the number of columns is increased stepwise from 2 to the desired number. To find the set of inequivalent CA(M ; s, n, q)s, we start from the set of inequivalent CA(M ; 1, 1, q)s, which can be obtained by a short computer program. Then we proceed as follows. The second and third arguments of CA(M ; ·, ·, q) are incremented by 1 simultaneously until they reach the value of s, after which only the third argument of CA(M ; s, ·, q) is incremented. For all q M possible combinations of the new column a feasibility check and an equivalence check is then performed to build the set of inequivalent arrays.
In the first subsection, we focus on covering arrays.
Classification of covering arrays
Classification results for CA(M ; 2, n, 2) appear in [29] , in the terminology of surjective codes, for 6 ≤ M ≤ 8 and arbitrary values of n. For M = 5, it can be proved by elementary combinatorial methods that CAN(2, 4, 2) = 5 and the corresponding CA(5; 2, 4, 2) is unique. In general, the uniqueness of CA(M ; 2, n, 2) when n = M −1 (M −2)/2 was proved by Katona [25] . Beyond this, Johnson and Entringer [24] establish that CAN(n − 2, n, 2) = 2 n /3 and that the corresponding covering array is unique. n CA(12; 3, n, 2) CA(14; 3, n, 2) CA(24; 4, n, 2)  3  19  68  4  79  657  1981  5  33  1714  47310  6  9  3376  434  7  2  3585  1  8  2  2395  1  9  1  1336  1  10  1  989  1  11  1  533  1  12 0 0 1 13 0 Proof. Nurmela [39] proves that CAN(3, 12, 2) ≤ 15, while Table 4 shows that no CA(14; 3, 12, 2) exists.
For ternary covering arrays we give new classification results for s = 2 and n ≤ 7. The numbers of inequivalent CA(11; 2, n, 3)s and CA(12; 2, n, 3)s are shown in Table 5 . Thus, we have three inequivalent for CA(11; 2, 5, 3)s, thirteen inequivalent CA(12; 2, 6, 3)s, and a unique CA(12; 2, 7, 3). 3)  2  3  7  3  20  134  4  27  987  5  3  891  6  0  13  7 1 8 0 
Classification results and lower bounds for radius-covering arrays
Classification results for radius-covering arrays are also obtained by exhaustive computer search. For some simpler cases, the classification can be performed even without using a computer. The essentials of the classification results are contained in Table 6 . The complete listings of the radius-covering arrays for which classification results exist can be found, for r = 1, 2, 3, at the web location http://www.sztaki.hu/∼keri/arrays/CCAr listings.zip
Lower bounds and asymptotic formulas from irregularities in partitions
If equality occurs in CAN(s, n, q) ≥ q · CAN(s − 1, n − 1, q) (i.e. the inequality (7)), then for a CA(s, n, q) with fewest rows, for each position there are precisely CAN(s − 1, n − 1, q) codewords having a given symbol at this position. Iterating this argument, if CAN(s, n, q) = q d CAN(s − d, n − d, q), every subarray with d columns has the property that every d-tuple is covered exactly CAN(s − d, n − d, q) times. In other words, the CA(s, n, q) is an orthogonal array of strength d and index CAN(s − d, n − d, q). This underlies a useful lower bound.
Proof. That CAN(s, n, q) ≥ q d CAN(s − d, n − d, q) follows from (7) . Suppose to the contrary that CAN(s − d, n − d, q) < q n−d (1 − (q−1)n q(d+1) ) and CAN(s, n, q) = q d CAN(s − d, n − d, q). Then a CA(CAN(s, n, q); s, n, q) is an orthogonal array of strength d with CAN(s, n, q) rows. By [3, Theorem 1], it is necessary that CAN(s, n, q) ≥ q n 1 − (q−1)n q(d+1) . Dividing both sides by q d , we obtain that CAN(s − d, n − d, q) ≥ q n−d (1 − (q−1)n q(d+1) ), which contradicts our assumption. n CA1(4; 4, n, 2) CA1(5; 4, n, 2) CA1(6; 4, n, 2) CA1(7; 4, n, 2)  4  2  7  45  160  5  1  6  65  446  6  0  1  33  597  7  0  10  515  8  1  211  9  0  33  10 0 n CA1(7; 5, n, 2) CA1(8; 5, n, 2) CA1(10; 5, n, 2) CA1(11; 5, n, 2) CA1(12; 5, n, 2) 5 0 n CA2(4; 6, n, 2) CA2(5; 6, n, 2) CA2(6; 6, n, 2) CA2(7; 6, n, 2) 6  4  23  420  5354  7  2  16  404  9439  8  0  2  105  5535  9  0  23  2464  10  0  457  11  10  12 0 n CA3(4; 8, n, 2) CA3(5; 8, n, 2) CA3(6; 8, n, 2) CA3(7; 9, n, 2) 8  6  59  2525  9  3  36  1846  8  10  0  3  279  3  11  0  42  0  12 0 n CA1(6; 3, n, 3) CA1(7; 3, n, 3) CA2(9; 5, n, 3) 3 In a similar manner, other nonexistence results for orthogonal arrays may lead to lower bounds for covering array numbers.
When d = 2, a question arises: Is it possible to partition a finite set X into q subsets in many different ways, such that the intersection of any two sets occurring in different partitions is equal to q −2 |X|? We present two ways of dealing with this problem, the first one using linear algebra. An (n, M, q)partition matrix is a q × n-matrix with entries that are subsets of [M ] , such that every column forms a partition of [M ]. Lemma 6.2. Let M be an integer, divisible by q 2k . Let A be an (n, M, q)partition matrix with M < q k n k . Then in A there exist 2k sets A 1 , . . . , A 2k in different columns with intersection satisfying | A i | < M/q 2k .
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then for ≤ 2k the intersection of sets in different columns has size exactly M/q . For sets A 1 , . . . , A in different columns define the vector v(A 1 , . . . , A ) ∈ R M as the vector having entry 1 at coordinate i if i ∈ i=1 A i , and 0 otherwise. Using the assumption on the intersection of the sets in A we can compute the scalar product of two such vectors. Let c 1 , . . . , c n be the columns of A, and write A 1 ∼ A 2 , if the sets A 1 , A 2 occur in the same column of A. Let , be integers with + ≤ 2k. Choose sets
where ν is the number of different sets among A 1 , . . . , A , A 1 , . . . , A . In this case sets are equal if and only if they are in the same column, that is, ν equals 2k minus the number m of indices i 1 , . . . , i m , for which there are indices j 1 , . . . , j m such that A iν ∼ A jν , that is,
There are precisely m indices with i 1 , . . . , i m , j 1 , j m with A iµ = A jµ .
There are q k n k vectors of the form v(A 1 , . . . , A k ). Because M is smaller, these vectors are linearly dependent; that is, there exist real numbers λ(A 1 , . . . , A k ), not all 0, such that A1,...,A k λ(A 1 , . . . , A k )v(A 1 , . . . , A k ) = 0.
Here and in the sequel we always sum over sets of sets in different columns. For sets A 1 , . . . , A in different columns, define
We claim that for ≤ k and every choice of the sets A 1 , . . . , A in different columns, S(A 1 , . . . , A ) = 0. A proof of this claim suffices to prove the theorem, because S(A 1 , . . . , A k ) = λ(A 1 , . . . , A k ) so that the coefficients in the linear combination vanish, which is a contradiction. We prove the claim by induction on . For = 0 write S(∅) = A1,...,A k λ(A 1 , . . . , A k ), and v(∅) is the vector having 1 at each coordinate. Taking the scalar product of (12) with v(∅), we establish the claim for = 0. Now suppose that the claim is true for all λ ≤ − 1; we prove it for . Choose sets A 1 , . . . , A . Our aim is to show that for ≤ k, S(A 1 , . . . , A ) = 0. To do so take the scalar product of (12) with v (A 1 , . . . , A ) . To compute the scalar product with one summand λ(A 1 , . . . , A k )v(A 1 , . . . , A k ) , we examine whether there exist indices i, j such that A i ∼ A j , but A i = A j . When this does not hold, we must compute the size of {A 1 , . . . , A } ∩ {A 1 , . . . , A k }. Let c 1 , . . . , c be the columns of A containing A 1 , . . . , A , respectively. Then We also obtain CAN(4, 13, 2) ≥ 26 and CAN(4, 14, 2) ≥ 28 from Lemma 6.2, but these are improved by the classification results and (7) .
The second approach uses bounds on error correcting codes to deduce certain irregularities. Unfortunately, it appears that this approach only gives non-trivial results for q = 2. Lemma 6.4. Let M be an integer, and A an (M, n, 2)-partition matrix. Set m = min |A ij ∩A i j |, where the minimum is taken over all quadruples (i, j, i , j ) with j = j , and suppose that m > 0. Then there exists a code C ⊆ Z M −1 2 with minimal distance 2m and size 2n.
Proof. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n define a codeword c ∈ Z M 2 having 1 at position i, if in the j-th column of A the elements 1 and i are in the same set, and 0 otherwise. In this way all codewords begin with 1; deleting the first position yields a code C ⊆ Z M −1 2 of size n. Next let C be C with the digits 0 and 1 interchanged. Because m > 0, C and C are disjoint, and hence C = C ∪ C is a code of size 2n. We claim that C has minimal distance 2m. Suppose this is not the case, and let c 1 , c 2 be codewords with d(c 1 , c 2 ) ≤ 2m − 1. Then without loss of generality we assume that there are at most m − 1 positions at which c 1 has the digit 0, and c 2 has the digit 1. But then the intersection of the set in A corresponding to the digit 0 in the column corresponding to c 1 and the set corresponding to 1 in the column corresponding to c 2 has at most m − 1 elements, which gives a contradiction.
To bound the size of linear codes we employ a result of McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch [36] :
Corollary 6.6. For n sufficiently large, CAN(4, n, 2) ≥ 5.84 log 2 n.
Proof. We have CAN(2, n, 2) ∼ log 2 n. Now let C be a binary code of length n. Select two positions i 1 , i 2 and two symbols e 1 , e 2 . If there are fewer than CAN(2, n − 2, 2) codewords in C having symbol e j in position i j for j ∈ {1, 2}, C cannot be 4-surjective with radius 2. Hence there exists a binary code of length |C| − 1, size n, and minimal distance at least (2 + o(1)) log 2 n. The claim follows from solving the equation
numerically. We obtain CAN(4, n, 2) ≥ (5.8401 . . . + o(1)) log 2 n, which for n large implies the claim.
Exact values and upper bounds from covering codes
Here we use only uniform covering codes, which are arbitrary non-empty subsets of Z n q , the set of all n-tuples (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) where Z q = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. The Hamming distance d(x, y) between two words x, y ∈ Z n q is the number of coordinates in which they differ. Extending this definition, d(x, C) = min (d(x, y) :
Let K q (n, R) denote the minimum number of codewords in a q-ary code with n coordinates and covering radius R. An easy proof by the pigeonhole principle establishes:
Proposition 7.1. K q (s, r) = q if and only if r < s < qr+q q−1 , and an optimal covering code belonging to this case is the repetition code in Z s q .
Taking the repetition code in Z n q for n ≥ s: Hence CAN r (s, n, q) is interesting primarily when s ≥ qr+q q−1 .
For binary radius-covering arrays when n = s + 1 the following equality holds: Now we turn to some special cases. Let C be a CA r (M ; s, n, q) and let k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n be arbitrary nonnegative integers. Let k = n i=1 k i . Let C(k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) be the M × k array that has k i identical columns, which are equal to the i-th column of C for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then for k ≥ 2 and k even, C(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) is a CA (k−2)/2 (4; k, k, 2) if and only if exactly one of k 1 , k 2 , k 3 is even.
Proof. Consider the covering code whose codewords are the rows of C(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ). Then the assertion is essentially [40, Theorem 9] .
A straightforward consequence of Theorem 7.4 is the following. 
Theorem 7.8. Let 
Suppose that exactly one of {k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 } is even and hence that k = Proof. Consider the code whose codewords c i are the rows of C(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 ). Let x = |x 1 |x 2 |x 3 |x 4 |x 5 |x 6 |x 7 | be an arbitrary word in Z k 2 partitioned according to the integers k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 , and let w i denote the weight of x i , i.e., the number of 1-s in it. Then the Hamming distances of x from the codewords are
, and consequently
First, we prove that d(x, c j ) ≤ (k − 4)/2 for at least one codeword. Let us assume to the contrary that d(x, c j ) ≥ (k − 3)/2 for each codeword. Then because k is even, d(x, c j ) ≥ (k − 2)/2 for each codeword. Introducing the variables y i = 2w i − k i , we get the following system of inequalities. As y i and k i have the same parity, exactly one among the y i is even. The value of each y i may be either nonnegative or negative. Now we show that the set defined by the given system of inequalities is bounded. The boundedness of y 7 follows from
Then, the existence of a lower bound on y 1 follows from
, which yields y 1 ≥ −2. The upper bound y 1 ≤ 2 and the bounds −2 ≤ y i ≤ 2 for the other variables can be proved similarly.
Knowing that |y i | ≤ 2 for all variables y i , a simple computer program proves that the system of inequalities under consideration has no such solutions in integers where exactly one of the variables has an even value. By this, it is proved that d(x, C) ≤ (n − 4)/2.
In order to show that d(x, C) ≥ (n − 4)/2 is possible, and hence the covering radius cannot be smaller than (n − 4)/2, choose a word x so that w i = k i /2 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , 7. Then d(x, C) = (n − 4)/2. Corollary 7.9. C(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 ) is a CA (k−5)/2 (12; k − 1, k, 2) if all of k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 are odd, and consequently
An analogous assertion with sixteen-row arrays can be formulated by using an array C made from the binary extended Hamming code with seven coordinates and parity check bits in the eighth coordinate. 
Now assume that exactly one of k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 , k 8 is even, and hence k = Proof. To prove that d(x, c j ) ≤ (k − 5)/2 for at least one codeword, where x = |x 1 |x 2 |x 3 |x 4 |x 5 |x 6 |x 7 |x 8 | is an arbitrary word, consider the variables y i = 2w i −k i . Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 7.8, using the Hamming distances of x from the rows c j of C(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 , k 8 ), the analogous argumentation leads to the claim that the system of inequalities
has no integer solution such that exactly one of the variables y i is even.
To prove this, we start again with the examination of the boundedness of the set of all integer solutions. Summing the first eight lines, and then distinctly the remaining eight lines, results in the proof that |y 1 | ≤ 3.
The boundedness of the other variables can be proved similarly. Now, the proof of this part can be completed by a computer search on the set determined by |y i | ≤ 3 for all y i having the suitable parities.
To prove the possibility of d(x, C) ≥ (k − 5)/2, consider a word x so that w i = k i /2 for a unique i belonging to an odd k i , and w i = k i /2 for all other i. Corollary 7.11. C(k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 , k 8 ) is a CA (k−5)/2 (12; k − 1, k, 2) if all of k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 , k 8 are odd, and consequently
Tables: Lower and Upper Bounds, and Classifications
Extensive tables of upper bounds when r = 0 appear at [14] . We provide more detailed tables for a smaller range of parameters, in order to collect together best known lower and upper bounds with specific references for each, along with the classification results. At the same time, we tabulate information concerning radius-covering arrays. The tables here treat 2 ≤ q ≤ 8 and 2 ≤ n ≤ 14 for the binary case, and 2 ≤ n ≤ 10 for the nonbinary cases. The range for r depends on the values of the other parameters. For an entry of these tables, bold typesetting and a superscript indicates that a classification result is available, and the value in the superscript gives the number of inequivalent covering arrays.
In addition to the basic upper bounds developed in Section 3, we employ a set of basic lower bounds, which apply for all q ≥ 2.
The lower bounds implied by (17) can be improved upon in certain cases by counting arguments.
Theorem 8.1.
Proof. Suppose that there is a CA(q 3 + a; 3, q + 2, q) with a < 2q. Then some column contains a symbol σ so that the number of rows with σ in the chosen column is either q 2 or q 2 +1. Delete this column, and call the rows that contained σ the plane rows. The choice of name is explained as follows. Suppose that the q + 1 remaining columns are indexed by R, and form a set of q 2 + q points, R × {0, . . . , q − 1}. Each of the plane rows selects a (q + 1)-set of these points, which we call a line. Adjoin a point ∞ and the lines {∞} ∪ ({i} × {0, . . . , q − 1}) for every i ∈ R. Then we have formed q 2 + q + 1 or q 2 + q + 2 lines on q 2 + q + 1 points in which every pair of points lies on at least one line; when the number of lines is q 2 + q + 1, every pair lies on exactly one line and this is a projective plane of order q. When the number is q 2 + q + 2, the design covers all pairs, some more than once. In this case, Füredi [19] shows that q 2 + q + 1 of the lines form a projective plane, so we employ only those lines as plane rows henceforth. Now consider a row of the covering array that does not arise from a plane row, and let its values in the remaining columns be (σ i : i ∈ R). Let S = {∞} ∪ {(i, σ i ) : i ∈ R} be a set of q + 2 points. Because q is odd, there is a line of the plane containing at least three points in S (otherwise, S is a hyperoval) [5] . By construction, S contains at most two from each line containing ∞, and hence S must intersect one of the plane rows in three or more points. The number of triples that a non-plane row covers that are not already covered in one or more plane rows cannot exceed q+1 3 − 1. The number of triples not covered by plane rows is q+1 3 q 2 (q − 1). Hence
Then CAN(3, q + 2, q) ≥ q 3 + min(2q, 6) follows directly.
When q > 3 we can obtain a better bound. Suppose that the set S has exactly one line meeting it in three points {x, y, z}, and all others meeting it in at most two. Then removing any of x, y, or z yields an oval, a set of q + 1 points with every line meeting it in at most two points. By [17, §3.2.25(a)], provided that S \ {x, y} has more than (q + 3)/2 points, it completes to a unique oval. But then S \ {x} = S \ {y}, a contradiction. Thus when q > (q + 3)/2, any set of q + 2 points must either have a line intersect it in four or more points, or at least two lines each intersect it in three points. Then for q ≥ 5, the number of triples that a non-plane row covers that are not already covered in one or more plane rows cannot exceed q+1
The following two inequalities that proved to be useful for setting lower bounds on the size of covering codes were published in [2] and [26] , respectively.
K q (n 1 + n 2 , r 1 + r 2 + 1) ≥ min{K q (n 1 , r 1 ), K q (n 2 , r 2 )},
K q (n + s, R + r + 1) ≥ min{CAN r (s, n + s, q), K q (n, R)}.
The analogous extension of these inequalities, proved in [42] , can be used for radius-covering arrays: CAN r1+r2+1 (s 1 + s 2 , n 1 + n 2 , q) ≥ min{CAN r1 (s 1 , n 1 , q), CAN r2 (s 2 , n 2 , q)}, (21) CAN R+r+1 (n + s, n + k + s, q) ≥ min{CAN r (s, n + k + s, q), CAN R (n, n + k, q)}. a 512 1 a d 62 x d 16 2 t d 7 3 y 2 1 10,10 a 1024 1 a g 107−120 g g 24−30 g g 12 11481 g g 4 9 g 2 2
